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“WHOotenanny” to benefit the Music Moves Mountains Foundation at Antone’s 9.12.12
Austin, TX - - The Music Moves Mountains Foundation, a new 501 (c) (3) non-profit organization
offering music as a means of therapy and recovery, is hosting their first benefit concert to raise
needed funds for operations and services. The night will be honoring The Who for giving the
Foundation permission to use their song “Join Together” in the Foundation’s video campaign.
The “WHOotenanny” will take place at Antone’s Nightclub in Austin, Texas on September 12,
2012 at 9pm. The show free and is all ages. Donations will be accepted at the door.

Scheduled to perform The Who’s classics are local artists Kevin McKinney, Why Not Satellite,
Not in the Face!, Rite Flyers, Daniel Whittington, Inflatable Baptists, The Copa Kings, and special
guests Andra Mitrovich (played the Acid Queen in Zach Scott’s production of Tommy), Robert
Kraft and Chris Maresh. There will be a silent auction to benefit the Foundation and testimony
from local music therapist Rachel See Smith to raise awareness of music therapy. Sponsors
include the Austin Chronicle, the Brain Music Center of Austin, and Austin Land & Cattle
Company.

All donations to the Music Moves Mountains Foundation are tax-deductible and will be utilized
to offer free or affordable services and programs to those in need of music therapy, education,
and community outreach.

These efforts will help children and adults suffering mental,

emotional, or physical illnesses, developmental disabilities or disorders, depression or loss,
trauma or stress. The Foundation will also provide the community a resource to educate,
empower, and support its citizens in need while employing local artists, teachers, and
therapists.

For more information about the Foundation, visit www.musicmovesmountains.org. For venue
information, visit www.antones.net. See you at the show!
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